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Abstract. Grid technology is widely emerging as a solution for wide-spread ap-
plicability of computerized analysis and processing procedures in biomedical sci-
ences. In this paper we show how a cardiac image analysis task can substantially
beneﬁt from Grids, making use of a middleware service tailored to the needs of
common application tasks. In a ﬁrst part we describe a methodology for the con-
struction of three-dimensional (3D) statistical shape models of the heart, from a
large image database of dynamic MRI studies. Non-rigid registration is needed
for the automatic establishing of landmark correspondences across populations
of healthy and diseased hearts; but when dealing with large databases, the com-
putational load of current algorithms becomes a serious burden. Our Grid service
API provided an easy way of taking beneﬁt from our computing resources, by
allowing for pipelining the distributed and non-distributed steps of the algorithm.
As a second part of this work we show how the constructed shape models can
be used for segmenting the left ventricle in MRI studies. To this aim we have
performed an exhaustive tuning of the parameters of a 3D model-based segmen-
tation scheme, also in a distributed way. We run a series of segmentation tests in
a Monte Carlo fashion, but only making use of the Grid service web portal, as
this time the pipeline was simpler. Qualitative and quantitative validation of the
ﬁtting results indicates that the segmentation performance was greatly improved
with the tuning, combining robustness with clinically acceptable accuracy.
1 Introduction
Cardiac imaging acquisition technology is being developed vertiginously by means of
tremendous technical progresses. These advances include an increased spatial and tem-
poral resolution, motion, exposure and scanning time reduction, and the availability of
functional imaging sequences for perfusion, viability and ﬂow assessment. Neverthe-
less,theincreasedamountofdataoriginatedfromstate-of-the-artimagingexaminations
could not been favored in a similar way from robust computerized quantitative analysis
tools appropriate for the routine clinical practice. Owing to this necessity, cardiac image
analysis has become quite an active ﬁeld of research. An inevitable step before pursu-
ing any kind of quantitative and/or functional analysis is the automated segmentation
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of the cardiac chambers. In the last few years, many model-based approaches for image
segmentation have contributed to the quite evolving ﬁeld of medical image analysis.
The rationale behind these methods is to analyze the image in a top-down fashion. A
generic template model of the structure of interest is deformed to accommodate for the
clues provided by image information. For a cardiac application, it is possible to learn
the shape statistics of a heart from a population of healthy and/or diseased hearts, and
construct a compact and speciﬁc anatomical model. Statistical model-based approaches
work in this way, and are able to provide constraints that allow for efﬁciently handling
situations with substantial sparse or missing information. Statistical models of shape
(ASM) [1] and appearance (AAM) [2] variability are two model-driven segmentation
schemes very popular in medical image analysis. In building these frameworks, a set of
segmentations of the shape of interest is required, as well as a set of corresponding land-
marks deﬁned over them. An ASM comprises a shape and an appearance model. The
former primarily holds information about the shape and its allowed variations in a Point
Distribution Model (PDM), determined by a Principal Component Analysis (PCA). The
latter is responsible of learning grey-level patterns from the training set image data, that
are to be compared against those identiﬁed in a new (unknown) image during the ﬁtting
stage. The algorithm therefore consists of an iterative process in which the appearance
model looks into the image for new candidate positions to deform the shape model, and
the shape model applies statistical geometric constraints in order to keep the deforma-
tion process always within legal statistical limits. First approaches like [3,4] and [5]
have evidenced an encouraging performance in segmenting the left ventricle in 3D data
sets of MR/US and MR/CT, respectively.
In the work that we present here, we describe the methodology employed to au-
tomatically construct 3D-PDMs from large databases of cardiac dynamic studies [6],
as well as the Grid computing approach that has enabled their construction [7]. The
ultimate goal of such a representation is to model the geometry of the heart ensuring
that the ﬁnal model will gather representative statistics of the studied population. The
statistical geometric constraints implied by such a representation can provide ap r i o r i
knowledge for different model-based segmentation approaches. To this aim, we used
the constructed 3D-PDMs within the 3D-ASM segmentation algorithm of van Assen et
al. [8], that uses a fuzzy inference system in the appearance model. By running the seg-
mentation tests with three different shape models, we aimed to explore to what extent
the use of our method for automatically building shape models does really improve the
segmentation performance. The way our Grid middleware is designed to work allowed
for quite an easy and general methodology for setting-up, running, and post-processing
the results. In the following sections we provide the general ideas behind the shape
model construction methodology and the parametric tuning of the segmentation algo-
rithm, making emphasis on our experience with the use of Grid computing.
2 Construction of the Statistical Shape Models
2.1 Training Data Set
We built the statistical shape models from a data set comprising 90 MRI studies of
healthy and diseased hearts. They were acquired from CETIR Sant Jordi Cardiovascu-8 S. Ordas et al.
lar MR Centre (Barcelona, Spain) using a General Electric Signa CV/i, 1.5 T scanner
(General Electric, Milwaukee, USA) with the FIESTA protocol. The slice thickness was
8–10 mm with an in-plane pixel resolution of 1.56 × 1.56 mm2. Studies correspond
to 21 healthy subjects and 74 patients suffering from common cardiac pathologies, ran-
domly selected from those acquired during year 2002 in the clinical center. Therefore,
the types and relative proportion of pathologies were representative of typical examina-
tions. Manual delineations corresponding to ﬁve phases were considered. We were thus
able to construct both single-phase (90 samples) and multi-phase (450 samples) shape
models.
2.2 Grid Service and Cluster Facility
Our Grid middleware platform is the InnerGrid Nitya developed by GridSystems (Mal-
lorca, Spain), running on a 45-node dual Xeon (2.8 GHz CPU, 2 GHz RAM) cluster,
under Linux RedHat 9, accessible through a web interface (desktop portal) and from
an API. As a whole, the cluster represents more than 103 GFlops of computing power.
As each node in the cluster provides 2 Agents to the Grid, a total of 90 Agents were
available for tasks distribution.
2.3 Establishing Point Correspondences
The general layout of the method is to align all the images of the training set to an
atlas that can be interpreted as a mean shape. Once all the necessary transformations
are obtained, they are inverted and used to propagate any number of arbitrarily sampled
landmarks on the atlas, to the coordinate system of each subject. In this way, while it
is still necessary to manually draw the contours in each training image, our technique
reliefs from manual landmark deﬁnition and for establishing the point correspondence
across the training set. The method can easily be set to build either 1- or 2-chamber
models. Moreover, its generality allows for using it with other modalities (e.g. SPECT,
CT) and organs with shape variability close to that of the heart (e.g. liver, kidneys).
A detailed description of the method can be found in [6], but can be summarized as
follows:
1. The manually drawn contours in the training set are converted into labelled shapes
simply by ﬂood-ﬁlling each (closed) sub-part with a different scalar value.
2. The labelled shapes are aligned through a global transformation (rigid registration
with nine degrees of freedom: translation, rotation, and anisotropic scaling) to a
Reference Sample (RS) randomly chosen from the training set. The RS is therefore
considered as the ﬁrst atlas estimate.
3. A new atlas is constructed by shape-based averaging of the aligned shapes. This is
performedbyaveragingtheimagesintheirdistancetransformdomain,anddeﬁning
anewlabelledshapebyconsideringthezeroiso-surfaceofeachsub-partseparately.
4. To minimize the bias introduced by the choice of the RS, steps 2 and 3 are repeated
until the atlas becomes stable. At this point, the atlas is said to be in a Reference
Coordinate System (RCS).
5. Subsequently, each rigidly aligned shape is locally deformed (using non-rigid reg-
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(a) (b)
Fig.1. (a) Final transformations. A set of ﬁnal global (Tg) and local (Tl) transformations can take
any sample shape of the training set, to the NCS atlas coordinate system. (b) Landmark propa-
gation. Once the ﬁnal global and local transformations are obtained, they are inverted and used
to propagate any number of arbitrarily sampled landmarks on the NCS atlas, to the coordinate
system of the original samples
Fig.2. Some plausible instances of the shape model. The shapes are generated by randomly set-
ting the shape parameters within the limits of ±3 SD (SD=
√
λi) from their mean values in the
training set
6. The obtained local transformations are averaged and the resulting transformation is
applied to the RCS atlas. The new atlas is said to be in a Natural Coordinate System
(NCS) and is unique regardless the RS election [6].
7. A new set of global and local transformations are recalculated in the same way as
in steps 2 and 5 (Fig. 1(a)).
8. Finally, any automatically generated landmarks in the NCS atlas can be propagated
to the training shapes through the transformations in 7 (Fig. 1(b)).10 S. Ordas et al.
9. In order to build the statistical shape models, the autolandmarked shapes are nor-
malized with respect to a reference coordinate frame, eliminating differences across
objects due to rotation, translation and size. Once the shape samples are aligned, the
remaining differences are solely shape related, and PCA can be performed. In Fig. 2
some examples of valid shapes generated by the 1-chamber model are illustrated.
2.4 Grid Computing Approach
For this implementation it was necessary to use the Grid middleware API, by means of
a perl script. Some parts of the PDM construction methodology were distributed and
others not. The preprocessing (image labelling, shape-based interpolation) and postpro-
cessing (shape-based averaging, landmark propagation, PCA) tasks, were performed by
a single Agent. All the registrations (rigid and non-rigid) were distributed among the
Agents. With this facility, for instance, the construction of an atlas of 450 samples with
5 iterations takes approximately 50 minutes. Considering that the average processing
time for a rigid registration of one sample to an atlas is 4.5 minutes and that the pre-
and post- processes tasks take about 16 minutes, this time would represent one week of
calculation for a single equivalent CPU. For the non-rigid registration of the same 450
samples, the distributed process lasted 18 hours, while for a single equivalent CPU it
would have taken around 1480 hours (two months).
3 Segmentation Algorithm
3.1 Appearance Model
In order to deform the shape model, candidate points are collected from the image data
using a decision scheme based on the Takagi-Sugeno Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) [9].
For a complete description of this decision scheme, we refer to [8]. The Fuzzy C-Means
(FCM) within the FIS yields three membership distributions for the tissues: air, my-
ocardium and blood. In the inference part of the FIS, crisp values per pixel are derived
based on the fuzzy membership distributions. This is performed using two kinds of
thresholds:
1. Gray level threshold: ﬁrst, a threshold is placed in the membership distributions,
markingapartthatisattributedtoatissueclassirrespectiveofitsmembershipvalue
for that class. All pixels with a gray value below the threshold are assigned to the
air-class. The position of the threshold is determined as a proportion between tissue
class centers. The threshold is placed at a preset proportion between the tissue class
centers of the air and the myocardium tissue classes, resulting from the FCM.
2. Membership degree thresholds: the gray level threshold above divides the mem-
bership distributions from the FCM in two parts, assigning tissue labels to the lower
part. The remaining part is classiﬁed using membership threshold levels. Thus, pix-
els with a gray value in this part are assigned the tissue label of the class with the
highest membership value at that particular gray value, provided this membership
value is above the threshold for the tissue. Pixels with gray values whose highest
membership value does not reach the corresponding tissue membership threshold,
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3.2 Matching Procedure
Insummary, the3D-ASM matching can bedescribed asfollows.The mean shape model
is placed in the target data set with a given initial scale and pose. The image planes
intersect the model’s sub-part surface meshes, yielding stacks of 2D contours. These
contours are composed of the intersections of the image planes with individual mesh
triangles. Candidate displacements (update-vectors) are propagated to the nodes in the
mesh. To facilitate through-plane motion in the model, they are projected on the model
surface normals, which also have a component perpendicular to the imaging planes.
The current model state is aligned to the proposed model state resulting from the model
update information using the method of Besl and McKay [10] for 3D point clouds,
effectively eliminating scaling, translation and rotation differences. The residual shape
differences are projected on the shape model subspace, yielding a model parameter
vector. The steps above are repeated either for a ﬁxed number of iterations, or until
convergence is achieved.
3.3 Parametric Optimization
The ﬁtting algorithm can easily be set to work either with the 1- or 2-chamber rep-
resentations built in the previous sections. Nevertheless, we have evidenced that the
segmentation results with the latter were not good enough in the area around the RV
apex. The confounding point candidates provided by this complex region of the data
set hampered the overall performance of the algorithm, by not allowing the model to
stretch towards that position. We realized that this effect was shadowing the differences
in segmentation performance that we were investigating with the use of different shape
model construction methodologies. Therefore, theresultsthat wereport inthefollowing
sections only correspond to the 1-chamber shape model.
Parameters Related to the Shape Model. For every intersection of the model mesh
with an image plane, a model update is computed as explained before. For every single
update, the possibility exists that a non-optimal or even an erroneous position results.
To diminish the effects of erroneous updates, the update itself, which acts as a force
on a model surface, is smeared out over a small region on the model surface around
the source location. Thus, faulty or less reliable updates can be compensated for by
a number of neighboring updates. The contribution of a single model update to other
updates is weighted with a Gaussian kernel, with the actual weight depending on the
geodesic distance along the mesh edges to the source location of the update. To limit
the extent of the propagation of the updates, propagation is stopped either after a ﬁxed
number of edges, or when the weight attributed to a particular update is below a preset
threshold. The actual values for the standard deviation of the kernel (sigma, σ), the
propagation level limit (extent, χ), and the number of standard deviations (beta, β) that
each shape model parameter is allowed to vary, are the three shape-related parameters
to optimize (see Table 1).
Parameters Related to the Appearance Model. The three membership thresholds
mentioned in Sec. 3.1 (for air, myocardium, and blood) constitute the three parameters12 S. Ordas et al.
Table 1. Appearance model parameters, ranges and optimal values
Tissue Lower Upper Step size ED optimal ES optimal
Appearance model parameters
Blood 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.4
Myocardium 0.05 0.30 0.05 0.05 0.05
Air 0.3 0.7 0.1 0.5 0.5
Shape model parameters
Sigma, σ 391 6 4
Extent, χ 151 2 4
Beta, β 131 2 1
to update (t1, t2, t3) in relationship with the appearance model. Their tuning ranges are
speciﬁed in Table 1.
Fixed Settings. The 3D-ASM was set to run for a ﬁxed number of iterations (N=100)
using 60 modes of variation (more than 95% of the total variance of the three shape
models tested). Always, the shape resulting from the ﬁnal iteration was taken for as-
sessment of its point-to-surface (P2S) error with respect to its manual segmented coun-
terpart. The optimal settings for the algorithm where chosen based on the unsigned P2S
distance measures averaged over the complete evaluation database.
4 Fitting Experiments
4.1 Evaluation Data Set
The data set used for the segmentation tests comprised 30 subjects. Fifteen were short-
axis scans of healthy volunteers acquired at the Leiden University Medical Center (Lei-
den, Netherlands) using the balanced FFE-protocol on a Philips Gyroscan NT Intera,
1.5 T MR scanner (Philips Medical Systems, Best, Netherlands). The slice thickness
was 8 mm, with a slice gap of 2 mm and in-plane pixel resolution of 1.36×1.36 mm2.
The other ﬁfteen studies corresponded to the same clinical center mentioned in Sec. 2.1.
Selected patients suffered from common cardiac diseases: myocardium infarction (10),
hypertrophy (2), and pericarditis (3). Expert segmentations were manually drawn along
the epicardial (LV-epi) and endocardial (LV-endo) borders of the left ventricle (LV),
at two phases of the cardiac cycle: End Systole (ES) and End Diastole (ED). Manual
segmentations usually have an average intra- and inter-observer variability in the range
of 1–2 mm. Nevertheless, they generally constitute the gold standard for assessing the
achieved accuracy.
4.2 Grid Computing Approach
For setting up the experiments, 60 data sets (30 patients at ED and ES) and 6 shape
models (three construction methods and a different shape model for ED and ES) were
uploaded to the server. The tuning of the parameters that affect the appearance model
and the beta parameter, was run ﬁrst. The remaining parameters were ﬁxed at χ =3and
σ =6(values beforehand expected to be not far from optimal). The process produced
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ﬁrst step were used in a second run for tuning the other two parameters that affect the
shape model. This second run lasted 0.9 days and produced 5,670 result ﬁles. In both
runs, the post-processing was done in a local machine but could have been performed in
the Grid server itself, as a post-processing task. Each of the collected result ﬁles was in
fact a compressed folder (.tgz) comprising log ﬁles (with the segmentation errors) and
a series of intermediate results and shape model instances, intended to track for events
and visualization.
4.3 Quantitative Assessment
The performance assessment analysis was performed using the model state (i.e. po-
sition, orientation, scale and shape) from the last matching iteration of the ﬁtting al-
gorithm. Errors were measured by computing the mean unsigned P2S distances from
regularly sampled points on the manually segmented contours to the surfaces of the
ﬁtted shapes. Two patient data sets were discarded from the assessment because their
automatic segmentations were not comparable to the quality of the rest (for all mod-
els). The uncorrected ﬁeld inhomogeneity in one case and a huge pericarditis on the
other, confounded the algorithm for any combination of the tuned parameters. Table 2
presents the automatic segmentation results, distinguishing between the shape model
subparts (LV-endo and LV-epi). Values correspond to the shape model with best perfor-
Table 2. Mean ± SD of the unsigned point to surface (P2S) errors in millimeters. Between
brackets, the percentage of improvement achieved by the optimization with respect to previously
achieved segmentation accuracy using ad hoc settings
Phase LV-endo LV-epi
ED 1.98±0.54 (27.7%)1 . 9 1 ±0.54 (22.0%)
ES 3.6±1.09 (13.0%)2 . 7 6 ±0.89 (16.6%)
Fit of shape model 0.80±0.13 0.82±0.16
(a) (b)
Fig.3. 3D-ASM segmentation. LV-endo (a) and LV-epi (b) ﬁnal states. The shape rendered in
wireframe corresponds to the ﬁtted shape and the surfaced shape, to the manual one14 S. Ordas et al.
Fig.4. View across slices of the ﬁtted shape
mance (in fact, the autolandmarked shape model presented in [6]). It is also indicated
between brackets the percentage of improvement achieved by the optimization with re-
spect to previously achieved segmentation accuracy using ad hoc settings. The third row
corresponds to the error that the shape model would have for reconstructing the shapes
(either ED or ES) if their exact positions were known. The automatic results are quite
within clinically acceptable margins. Fig. 3 shows an example of the ﬁtted model sub-
parts. The manual shape is built from the manual contours and rendered as a surface.
Fig. 4 shows a typical result of the achieved segmentation.
5 Conclusions
The presented work serves as an example of Grid computing in a conventional ﬁeld
of software applications, like our research in cardiac image analysis. We believe that
in the near future they will become ubiquitous in other biomedical imaging related
ﬁelds likevisualization, processing andarchiving, weretheavailability ofhuge amounts
of data highly requires distributed processing and rapid accessing, as well as sharing
computer resources. Surgery planning and simulation or building application oriented
morphometric atlases may serve as examples. Based on the experienced beneﬁts with
the use of Grid computing during the last two years, and foreseeing the advent of large-
scale tests and applications, we strongly see its use as an enabling approach not only
for new applications, but for enhancing past developments.
Two distributed applications were presented. The ﬁrst one made use of the Grid
service API, as distributed and non-distributed steps where needed, as well as sub-
processes iterations and post-processing. The second Grid-enabled approach was an
exhaustive search of the optimal set of parameters for a 3D model-based algorithm for
cardiac MRI segmentation. The set-up for distributing such a big number of tasks was a
matter of minutes, using the Grid service web portal. This approach is specially suited
for Monte Carlo simulations. In both cases, the system took advantage of each resource
depending on its usage, and not interfering with end users. When one of the computers
in the Grid was not available, its tasks were automatically reassigned. Finally, the sys-
tem collected the local output from all the units and made them available for download.
In conclusion, we believe that Grid technology solutions are quite valuable as they
considerably shorten execution times of exhaustive searches and large-scale image pro-Statistical Modeling and Segmentation in Cardiac MRI 15
cessing, effectively enabling the shearing of computing resources between institutions.
Our Grid service end user interface allowed for setting-up applications without the
need of mastering the topic. In our daily practise, Grid computing have become a real
necessity.
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